Otolith-visual interaction in the control of eye movement produced by sinusoidal vertical linear acceleration in alert cats.
1. Eye movement responses were examined in alert cats during sinusoidal vertical linear acceleration. Stimulus frequencies of 0.20-0.85 Hz with a constant amplitude of 10.5 cm (corresponding to 0.02-0.31 g) were used. A random visual pattern was presented to give sinusoidal vertical optokinetic stimuli of similar amplitude and frequency to the up-down motion of the cat. 2. Sinusoidal linear acceleration in the presence of a stationary visual pattern produced robust eye movement responses with near compensatory phase at all stimulus frequencies tested. With both eyes covered, a vertical linear vestibulo-ocular reflex (LVOR) was frequently produced at a stimulus strength corresponding to 0.04-0.31 g. The evoked LVOR was always small, and the overall mean response phase values advanced by as much as 70 degrees at frequencies below 0.56 Hz, indicating that the otolith signals activated by sinusoidal linear acceleration were not, by themselves, converted into compensatory eye position signals under these experimental conditions. 3. Optokinetic stimulation alone produced more lag of response phase as stimulus frequency increased, and the gain of evoked eye movement responses was smaller at higher stimulus frequencies compared to the gain during linear acceleration in the light. Bilateral labyrinthectomies resulted in a significant change of the eye movement responses during linear acceleration when visual inputs were allowed: there was more phase lag at higher stimulus frequencies and a decreased gain at all frequencies tested. These results indicate that the interaction of otolith and visual inputs produces robust eye movement responses with near compensatory phase during sinusoidal linear acceleration in the light.